New book a roadmap for living well with Parkinson’s

BY ANNE CUTTER MIKKELSEN

It was during the 2006 HOPE Conference that my husband Mike and I realized there was something we could do every single day to improve the quality of our lives, even with Mike’s advancing Parkinson’s disease along for the ride. The conference message was clear: There’s no magic bullet, but there is a lifestyle—including proper nutrition and exercise—that just might make a difference.

Mike is a lifelong artist—a potter and sculptor. He was diagnosed with Parkinson’s in 1993 but recognized his first symptoms in 1981. I am a cook, trained in France. Our formula for taking charge includes adapting our individual skills to meet evolving challenges and embrace emerging science.

We decided to write a book, Take Charge of Parkinson’s Disease. It blends the “delicious science” of nutrition with the story of our personal journey. One of our primary purposes in writing this book was to spread the excitement about our newly discovered low-fat, brain-healthy pantry.

We introduce the reader to an array of delicious, nutrient-dense meals loaded with antioxidants and anti-inflammatory substances known to contribute to brain health. Through our story and recipes, we hope to inspire you to stock your pantry well and wisely, and to create your own recipes using the dynamic list of colorful, nutritious ingredients.

Expert voices join us by way of sociologist and writer Nanette J. Davis, Ph.D., and Cleveland Clinic researcher Jay Alberts, Ph.D. Dr. Davis shares her perspective on strategies for successful caregiving and outlines a plan for how to safely navigate the unfamiliar circum-
Dear friends of the Parkinson’s community,

The holiday season is fast approaching and, with it, the many joyous occasions to connect with friends and family to share in the warmth and spirit of the holidays.

While these experiences are positive for most, they can also produce feelings of stress, anxiety and loneliness in others. These feelings can be particularly acute for people with Parkinson’s and their caregivers.

That’s where the Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation online Wellness Center comes in. The Wellness Center provides helpful tips and ideas on how to manage the stress associated with the holidays—and so much more.

“Research shows that lifestyle habits make a big difference in our ability to manage stress,” notes Monique Giroux, M.D., medical director of the Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation and creator of the Wellness Center. “The challenge for some of us is how and where to get started. Once we get started it can be just as difficult to stick with the personal changes we have made.”

(See Page 4 for more on the Wellness Center.)

In the coming year we will be enhancing the content of the Wellness Center by including interactive features and a personalized section called My Wellness. The My Wellness section will provide opportunities to download and organize your medical chart, set personal goals, and track your exercise and diet. Other opportunities such as community blogs are being considered.

This holiday season we are asking for your support of this very special resource. Supporting the expansion of the services offered through the Wellness Center will empower you and thousands of other people with Parkinson’s to become fully engaged in living well every day.

Your gift of $25, $50, $100 or your most generous contribution will help us expand this valuable service and make it accessible to all who need it.

Thank you, and happy holidays!

Lonnie Ali inspires, encourages with talk geared to caregivers

By Sharon Pasko

I recently went to a Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation symposium for caregivers, and what a treat it was to hear from Lonnie Ali, wife and caregiver to a pretty well-known person with Parkinson’s—Muhammad Ali.

A gifted speaker, Ali laced her talk about the ups and downs of caregiving with generous humor. She offered sage advice for caregivers, including these nuggets:

Caregivers must: 1) have a positive attitude, 2) carve out time for themselves and the things they enjoy, 3) rest, 4) eat a healthful diet, 5) exercise, 6) indulge in things they want from time to time, 7) surround themselves with good friends and close family, 8) educate themselves so they can be realistic about what they are facing, 9) attend to their own health, and 10) be organized.

Being organized is especially important, she said. It helps to keep a notebook of questions for your loved one’s doctor, a list of medications and dosages, and notes about any changes you see. Exercise, too, is essential—not just for the caregiver but for the person with Parkinson’s. Even her husband indulges in what he calls “girly” exercise—yoga. (Clearly, a sense of humor is also vital.)

It was a very inspirational and informative talk by a great and caring lady.

Sharon Pasko and her husband, Rick, live in Black Diamond, Wash. They have three children and five grandchildren.
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stances of Parkinson’s with optimal results. Exercise is another key element in our formula for taking charge. Dr. Alberts adds his exciting research on “forced exercise” using the tandem bicycle. Our book also presents practical information about symptom management and healthy coping strategies for boosting physical and emotional resilience.

Quality of life is really as much about choosing an attitude of wellness as anything else. The most empowering message Mike and I have heard along the way is that if we dare, we can take control of Parkinson’s by changing our lifestyle. You will see how we ultimately learned to move Parkinson’s to the back seat so that we could see the road ahead.

Take Charge of Parkinson’s Disease: Dynamic Lifestyle Changes that Put YOU in the Driver’s Seat—by Anne Cutter Mikkelsen with Carolyn Stinson and published by Diamedica—will be in bookstores and online in December. The author lives in Bellingham, Wash.

Anne Cutter Mikkelsen with Carolyn Stinson and published by Diamedica—will be in bookstores and online in December. The author lives in Bellingham, Wash.
FRIENDS, FAMILY and colleagues gathered at Seattle’s Museum of Flight in September to celebrate and salute the accomplishments of Bill Bell, founding executive director of the Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation, and to launch the organization into a new future of growth and opportunity.

Craig Howard, cofounder and board chairman, spoke passionately about the impetus for the foundation’s launch in 1998. Their inspiration came from having mothers with Parkinson’s. But while research was underway to find a cure for the disease, Howard said he and Bell found few resources to assist and support people living with Parkinson’s from day to day. Their vision was to help people with Parkinson’s live their best possible lives today, anticipating the cure tomorrow.

Twelve years later their initial vision has blossomed into a far-reaching and comprehensive program of support for people living with Parkinson’s and their caregivers. Today thousands of people in the Parkinson’s community are able to access inspiring, timely and helpful information and advice. The Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation provides this information through a content-rich website, the bimonthly Parkinson’s Post newsletter, weekly email updates and a variety of symposia on Parkinson’s.

We thank all those who joined the celebration and who made gifts in honor of Bell, which will benefit the Tina Bell Torrance Family Foundation. These gifts will be used to develop tools and resources that inspire and inform people with Parkinson’s and their families to carry on the legacy that Bell and his mother brought to the Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation. Our thanks to the following generous donors:

Online community lays out path to wellness with Parkinson’s

By Monique Giroux, M.D.
The Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation online Wellness Center—nwpf.org/wellness—is coming up on its first anniversary. We are grateful to the many people who are participating in this online community and shaping its future.

What is the Wellness Center?
The Wellness Center is a website designed to inspire people with Parkinson’s and their loved ones to make positive personal changes that contribute to living their best with a chronic disease.

The program is the first of its kind, coupling up-to-date education on Parkinson’s with information on holistic health, self-care and personal healing to enhance wellness. Researchers, clinicians and national experts are invited to contribute and a new edition is posted monthly.

The Wellness Center features articles that have a focus on subjects important to you. Our topics are diverse to meet the needs of everyone we serve.

For instance, some people are interested in exercise and the positive role this plays in Parkinson’s wellness. Others are more interested in a holistic approach to improving everyday life—one that focuses on nutrition, stress reduction, creativity and spirituality.

The Wellness Center brings together current information and scientific discoveries about these approaches as well as helpful tips to get you started on your wellness journey.

An important part of the program is the support gained from the creation of a virtual wellness community. The collective voice of our community is a unique and important part of the Center. Members are encouraged to submit comments, tell their stories, inspire and motivate others, and shape the future of the Center.

By joining this group you become part of a growing trend of people—joining forces with others to reach beyond the old idea that a prescription pad and pills are the only way to treat Parkinson’s. Medications are important, but they are just not enough.

How did the Wellness Center get started?
My first initiative as Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation medical director was to expand knowledge about holistic approaches to wellness for people with Parkinson’s.

I care for thousands of people with Parkinson’s and have learned quite a bit from my patients throughout the years. They have taught me what works or does not work for them, what their biggest struggles or obstacles are and, most importantly, their successes.

I have listened to my patients—from recent diagnosis to advanced disease—tell me, ‘I am blessed and life is good, even with Parkinson’s.’

Join us for “Empowerment through Adventure,” an inspirational presentation on self-empowerment by Lori Schneider (at left), a mountain climber, adventurist and multiple sclerosis patient. Her talk will take place from 1 to 4 p.m. on Saturday, January 22, 2011, at the Mountaineers Program Center in Seattle’s Magnuson Park.

You’ll also find out how to get involved with Team Parkinson’s Kilimanjaro 2011, an expedition in support of programs for people with Parkinson’s disease and muscular sclerosis.

To learn more about the talk or Team Parkinson’s, contact Alecha Newbern at alecha@nwpf.org or 206.728.9481.
to return to school to complete fellowship training in integrated medicine, a field that combines an array of approaches to achieving holistic health and wellness.

Research supports this holistic approach to care. New research finds that certain foods and exercise play a role in lowering the impact of Parkinson’s and may even lower the risk of developing the disease to begin with.

The importance of exercise cannot be overstated; it is not only physically beneficial but may also be neuroprotective—meaning it is thought to protect and possibly regenerate the dopamine-producing neurons that are diminished with Parkinson’s disease.

The importance of looking at new ways to treat Parkinson’s is crucial as our medical and surgical therapies have limitations over a person’s lifetime with Parkinson’s. In other words, research now supports what we have known all along—a prescription and medication are important, but not enough alone to optimize health.

As with any chronic disease, there are times when it is difficult to avoid the stressors that come from day-to-day living. However, the ability to see more positives than negatives in life builds a strong foundation for coping.

We built a program that can support and engage people through their years of living with Parkinson’s and offer the knowledge and tools to promote wellness.

The Wellness Center is designed to bridge the gap between everyday medical treatment, alternative therapies and how to make it all work together.

**How is the Wellness Center unique?**
The Wellness Center is unique in that the focus is truly on you, the person with Parkinson’s, and not the disease. This approach emphasizes what the person with Parkinson’s can—rather than can’t—do.

This means a focus on patient engagement, preventative care, and motivation for positive change. Much of our content is designed around improving your medical care by supplying tools and worksheets so that you can stay organized, build your own healthcare team based on your needs, prepare for your doctor and hospital visits and educate your primary physician on Parkinson’s.

We include information on specialists and other professionals in your community and how they may benefit you, helping you advocate for yourself no matter where you live.

Based on feedback to date, we have added new features such as a recipe book, tools to organize your medical records, stories of inspiration and motivational tips submitted by community members.

**What can you expect in 2011?**
We will continue to enhance the Wellness Center over time, increasing the interactive nature of the site by developing a personalized section called My Wellness.

The My Wellness section will include opportunities to download and organize your medical chart, set personal goals and track your exercise and diet. Other opportunities such as community blogs are being considered.

**How can you get involved?**
First, go to [nwpf.org/wellness](http://nwpf.org/wellness) and become a member by signing up.

Second, help us grow. Spread the word and tell others. Our goal is to be 5,000 strong by the end of next year.

Third, get involved and be heard. We encourage you to shape the development of the Wellness Center by submitting your own interesting stories, exercise routines that work, top foods for Parkinson’s, and what you find important for personal wellness.

Fourth, make the online Wellness Center your own. Tell us what you’d like it to look like by completing our member’s survey. You can do this by visiting [nwpf.org/wellness](http://nwpf.org/wellness) and selecting the “Wellness Survey” button on the left-hand sidebar.

**Dr. Monique Giroux is a movement-disorders specialist and medical director of the Booth Gardner Parkinson’s Care Center in Kirkland, Wash.**

**Content is designed around improving your care by supplying tools to help you stay organized, build a healthcare team, prepare for doctor visits, and educate your primary physician.**
T R I B U T E   G I F T S

Gifts to the Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation support our educational publications and self-care tools, including the Parkinson’s Post newsletter, weekly email news updates, a content-rich website, patient-education programs and our annual HOPE Conference on Parkinson’s. In addition to sustaining existing programs, your thoughtful donations support our efforts to develop and implement innovative new programs that respond to the changing needs of the Parkinson’s community.

We are privileged that so many in the Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation family support our mission by giving generously throughout the year. In each issue we list tribute contributions made in honor or memory of loved ones touched by Parkinson’s. Those wishing to establish a permanent memorial may create a family fund with a minimum donation of $2,500, either from a single gift or many. New family fund donors are listed below. To learn more, contact Joseph DiChiaro at 877.980.7500 or joseph@nwpf.org.

Listed here are those who made tribute gifts between August 7 and October 8, 2010.

FAMILY FUNDS

Alvord Medical Director Fund in Honor of Roger Evans

Mary A. Mitchell Memorial Fund
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel Adams

Margaret (Martie) Philbrick Family Fund
Margaret P. Foley

Tina Bell Torrance Family Fund*

*See Page 3 for a full listing.

IN MEMORY

Kay Bartlett
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Hastings

Jane McBride Bisset
Mr. & Mrs. Drew C. Smith

Nancy Bumpus Buck
Mr. & Mrs. Michael E. Reed

Don Carlson
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon E. Esser
Craig Freeman
Louise Hendrickson
Vi Khut
Aileen K. Moser
Phyllis J. Summers

Tom Chapman
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. Tanaka

Beverly Childs
Mr. & Mrs. Eddie Barrett

Margaret Clift
James P. Clift

Leon “Cookie” Cohen
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Prehogan

Robert Creso
Robert A. Roegner

Verma R. Dietrich
Richard Dietrich

John J. DeMartino
Meyers Brothers Kalicka, P.C.

Alma Dreyer
John C. Dreyer

Phyllis Eiselt
Raymond W. Eiselt

Craig David Funk
Judy Duckum

Loren R. Gerard
Mr. & Mrs. Ramon D. Gerard

Jack Gilroy
Helene Gilroy

Ida May Griffith
Mr. & Mrs. Roger O. Devoir
Maria Gall
Sylvia P. Scott

Marion E. Groff
Mr. & Mrs. Rick Ogle

John R. Heath
Marilyn A. Peterson

Ben Himmelfarb
Myra Himmelfarb

Wayne Hunter
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Fehr

Jarvis Johnson
Denise Gibson

Jeannine Kelly
John A. Kelly

James Krogh
Barbara Krogh

James Kumpf
Mr. & Mrs. Harold J. Hansen

James Henry Leeds
Mary Pat Bebee
Mr. & Mrs. Cal Butler
Paccar Leasing Company
Mr. & Mrs. Claude C. Young

Loved ones with Parkinson’s
Margaret J. Worthman

Erving Madsen
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Bates
Mr. & Mrs. Gary L. Graham
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Grothaus
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Hendrickson
Julie A. Hirsch
Mr. & Mrs. Leo Jurica
Mr. & Mrs. Paul E. Lucas
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Madsen
Mr. & Mrs. Paul McCabe
Mr. & Mrs. David Murray
Mr. & Mrs. Kim Murray
Mr. & Mrs. Orvis Nelson
Carrie M. Nielsen
Mr. & Mrs. B.J. Olson
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence J. Petersen
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Syme
Mr. & Mrs. Melvin Tronson
Barbara Wivholm
Leo Malm
Ron K. Malm

Patricia Malone
Patricia L. Shanks

Webb Marshall
Jan Marshall

James McArdle
Ellen McArdle

Edwin C. McKinney
Mr. & Mrs. Larry D. McKinney

Alleen McSpadden Benson
Judge & Mrs. Paul Neeley Brown
Judge & Mrs. Lloyd W. Perkins

George Moore
Winnie Moore

Denstone Murphy
Maura Wall

Daniel Newton
Greg Newton

Glen Nutter
Mary Joan Shelman

Lorraine O’Toole
Mr. & Mrs. Vincent Starkovich

Valene Osburn
Tara Krauss

J. Eleanor Pearson
Glenda Pearson

Richard Ray
Amelia L. Schultz

Wesley Ruff
Mr. & Mrs. Ron Armstrong
Anita M. Dowsett
Mr. & Mrs. Eric D. Grassman
Mr. & Mrs. John Hansen
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Ruff
Donald Weaver

Dorothy Sailer
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Wilkins

Michel Scheinin
Jeannie Scheinin

Earl Schug
Larry Schug

Fred Shelton
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Berghoff

Hubert V. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Canfield F. Smith

Stan Tomich
Patricia R. Tomich

Max Trout
E. Joyce Vandiver

James Wachter
Karen Antush
Mr. & Mrs. Craig Battison
Faerland Terrace LLC
Mr. & Mrs. Jay Jones
Mr. & Mrs. Joel R. Mein
Mr. & Mrs. Wallace J. Prestbo
Mr. & Mrs. David Rolfe
Janice Sherwood
Carl Wachter
Jennifer Ward
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Yeackel
Email campaign is a resounding success, thanks to a generous community (you!)

In September we launched an email campaign in support of our weekly Parkinson’s News Update, which reaches more than 18,000 readers around the world. We are happy to report that the campaign was a great success! We reached our goal of raising $10,000 in just one month. Gifts poured in from far and wide—including from Canada, New Zealand and Japan!

The goal of the Parkinson’s News Update, which is delivered by email each Friday, is to empower readers with information about the latest advances in treatment and care and to provide that information free of charge to anyone who signs up to receive it.

The gifts we received during our campaign will help to underwrite the annual cost of producing and distributing the weekly news update and directly benefit the many thousands of people who read it each week.

Our thanks and appreciation go out to the following individuals, who gave generously in support of this valuable service:

Steven Alber • Abdullah Aloua • Jim Ammons • Karen Antushy • Dorothy Armen • Kelly Arney • Marvin Batah • Stephen Barnhart • Eddie Barnett • Peter Barton • Sisi Beaver • Michael Bechhol • Peter Beidler • Warren Bell • Alex Belous • Jay Bender • Roger Berghoff • Kirsten Blicher • Kevin Bowman • Dennis Breznikar • William Brown • Joe Burger • Naomi Burney • Dan Calhoun • Rushton Capers • Maria Victoria Carvalja • Peter Cavan • John Charboneau • Xue Chuanjun • Jerry Cole • Ann Connor • Patti Cross • Thomas Crump • Keely Dailey • Peter Davison • Rolinda Day • Richard Deinich • Armen DerHohannesian • Joseph Desmond • James Dietz • Sandy Dorshal • Linda Early • Joan Ebeltner • Paul Edstrom • Marilyn Edwards • Liv Eger Holroyd • Maureen Ellis • Martha Gall • Don Galloway • Joseph Giannelli • Denise Gibson • Barbara Gladstone • Karen Green • C. H. Grose • Arthur Grunder • Arthur Halenbeck • Ingrid Hansen • John Hansen • Byron Harris • Frank Hartsel • Frank Hastings • Sheila Hastings • Kinne Hawes • Barbara Heinrich • Grant Hendrickson • Lee Herskowitz • Dan Hodo • Homewatch Caregivers • Priscilla Hooks • Bunny Hooper • Steve Hovey • Lawrence Humphrey • Sam Huppin • Rosalind Ilett • Louise Jaeger • Barbara James • Timothy Jewell • Judy Johnson • Mark Kabley • Kevin Kelley • Mark Kinkade • Barbara Krogh • Ken Levine • Linn Lisbona • Douglas Little • Alex Lobo • Ted Louv • Richard Ludders • Francis Lundie • Jean MacDonald • Norma MacKenzie • Gerald Magorty • Joanne Malenko • Ronald Malm • Stephen Marsh • Daniel Martin • Richard Massey • Tom Maycumber • Thomas McGraft • Larry McKinney • Mary Mikkeben • Janet Mills • Haresh Mirchandani • Correen Morrill • William Morrow • William Myers • Susan Nakagawa • Amelia Nash • Amo Neelen • Jim Nelson • Jacquelyn Nette-Bossone • Howard Nickason • Tom Nielsen • Kenneth Olson • Adrienne O’Neill • Choon Hing Ong • William Orris • Tina Ostwald • Susan Parker • Caryll Parrish • Maria Paulay • Glenda Pearson • John Pepper • Eric Pitcher • Judy Platus • Marsha Porter • Gene Potvin • Eric Prewitt • Radmila Raikov • Eileen Rencher • Betty Ronksley • Mary Sandham • Jennie Scheinm • Eldon Schroeder • Peter Schulte • Cheryl Scott • Miller Sigma • Iris Simonis • Sam Siva • Neil Sligar • Canfield Smith • Carrie Smith • Philip Staas • Becky Stenzel • Marty Steyer • Judith Tamkin • Frances Tohriner • Diane Truly • Tak Hong Tsoi • Rico Urtula • Richard Verhoogen • David Verdecie • Andrew Voetsch • Mahinder Wahi • Maura Wall • Judith Waller • Bryan Walton • Jennifer Ward • George Wentworth • Janet Williams • James Wilson • Keith Wilson • George Winovich • Dorothy Wolford • William Wood • Nick Zarkades

To have the weekly Parkinson’s News Update delivered to your email inbox, sign up on our website, nwpf.org.
New development director joins NWPF staff

The Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation is pleased to welcome Joseph DiChiaro to its staff.

DiChiaro began his role as development director in October, bringing with him an extensive and varied development background built through positions with the American Diabetes Association and the University of Washington. Before moving to Washington, DiChiaro worked for social service and environmental agencies in New Mexico.

DiChiaro says he looks forward to getting to know the Northwest Parkinson’s Foundation community. He can be reached at joseph@nwpf.org and 877.980.7500.